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NASZREEN 2020 Ch M AHR#684251 
(Sierra Cheyenne x Tatu Naszrence) 
 
NASZREEN's Al Khamsa heritage is an outstanding one, noted for its exceptional endurance 
horses as well as show ring competitors. Her sire SIERRA CHEYENNE is a paternal brother to 
SPIRITWIND AHSAHM, sire of 2020 U.S. Top Ten Two Year Old Sport Horse Colt SPIRITWIND 
BAASIL, who has many pedigree elements similar to NASZREEN. Her heritage combines the best 
of the notable breeding programs of Henry Babson, the Doyle family and Richard Pritzlaff, all of 
whom valued athletic ability as well as beauty in their horses. She is linebred to the Babson 
Egyptian imports *FADL,  *BINT SERRA I and has one line each to *BINT BINT SABBAH and 
*MAAROUFA. She is also linebred to the Pritzlaff imports *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, *BINT 
MONIET EL NEFOUS, *BINT DAHMA and *BINT EL BATAA and to the Pritzlaff foundation mare 
RABANNA, and to the Doyle foundation horses GHADAF and GULIDA. The combination of 
Pritzlaff and Babson breeding found in NASZREEN can also be found in the pedigree of World 
and U.S. National Champion Stallion and National Champion sire *SIMEON SHAI+. 
 
NASZREEN's sire SIERRA CHEYENNE is of Babson and Doyle breeding. The Babson Egyptian 
element in NASZREEN is highly valued for disposition, trainability and athletic talent. SIERRA 
CHEYENNE's dam line traces to BALLINA, a daughter of SERG, sire of 1982 and 1983 U.S. Top 
Ten Half-Arabian Park and 1986 U.S. Top Ten Half-Arabian Park AOTR LM CAT DANCING and 
maternal grandsire of 1977 U.S. Top Ten Pleasure Driving MIRA-FINISZ and of National winner 
sire BASK FANFARE. SERG is a son of the Babson bred National Champion sire FA-SERR, as is 
NEGEM, sire of National Champions in both halter and performance, who is the maternal 
grandsire of SIERRA CHEYENNE's sire SIERRA SANDARAC. SIERRA SANDARAC's dam 
SIERRA SABLE is a 3/4 blood sister to U.S. Reserve National Champion Native Costume 
BILKRIS SHAM.  
 
SIERRA SANDARAC is a rare representative of the sire line of FAY-EL-DINE, a full brother to FA-
SERR. SIERRA SANDARAC traces in sire line to MAHROUSS, whose full sister FAY KHEDENA 
produced a Top Ten Park winner. MAHROUSS is a 3/4 sibling to FA-ROUSSE (sire of a National 
Champion Jumper) and to KHEMAHR (sire of a National winner in hunt pleasure).  
 
The Doyle element in SIERRA CHEYENNE is noted for both show and endurance horses. He has 
12 lines to the Doyle sire GHADAF and 11 to GULIDA, the foundation horses for the Doyle 
program. GHADAF sired the U.S. Top Ten Halter winner ARDAN++ (who is out of a straight 
Babson FAY-EL-DINE daughter). ARDAN++'s daughter AL NAHR ARDANDI (who is also out of a 
straight Babson mare) produced Top Ten Native Costume and multiple Top Ten Western 
Sidesaddle AMENOPHSIS+. GHADAF is by RIBAL, grandsire of the breed's long time leading 
champion producing mare BINT SAHARA, dam of 11 champions. GULIDA is a daughter of 
GULASTRA, sire of 3 National Champion producers. They are: JULEP (sire of a U.S. National 
Champion Stallion and Mare), NAHARIN (sire of National Champions in halter and park), and 
BINNI (dam of Canadian Reserve National Champion Mare HABINA++, who produced 6 National 
winners). GULASTRA appears 13 times in SIERRA CHEYENNE's heritage. 
 
GHADAF and GULIDA are the parents of the outstanding endurance mare BINT GULIDA, who 
produced the well-known endurance champion COUGAR ROCK, sire of many successful 
endurance competitors including COUGARS SILMARIL+(1,785 career ride miles with 100% 
completions).  
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The Doyle stallion BLARNEY (who has 3 lines each to GHADAF and GULIDA) was a 1980 U.S. 
Top Ten Endurance winner. SIERRA CHEYENNE's dam SALLY-O-DOYLE is a paternal 
granddaughter of GREGGAN, as is GHAY LASSA, dam of the successful endurance horse RBF 
SUPER SPORT, who has 4955 ride miles in 89 rides, with 80 completions and 7 Best Condition 
awards. RBF SUPER SPORT's endurance career spans 18 years of competition! GREGGAN also 
appears in the pedigree of the 3/4 Doyle mare RBF SASSAFRAS (a GHAY LASSA daughter), 
dam of Region 16 Endurance Champion RBF AARISTOTLE. GREGGAN has 4 lines to GHADAF 
and 5 to GULIDA. JADIB, a GHADAF/GULIDA son, is the sire of regional winner producer 
SIERRA SHELBY.   
 
GULNARA, a daughter of GHADAF and GULIDA, produced SERG, already mentioned above.  
SERG's daughter SIERRA SADY is the granddam of DA ANTAR SHALOU has an exceptional 
endurance record with 3,960 career miles. He combines a Pritzlaff sire line with Babson and 
Doyle; NASZREEN's hertage is a mirror image of that with a Babson/Doyle sire and a dam of all 
Pritzlaff breeding. Another Pritzlaff/Babson/Doyle endurance competitor, DA ALAINA MONIET, 
has 985 career miles with 100% completions.  DA ALAINA MONIET's paternal sister  DA FANCY 
DESTINY produced DA NEJWAH+, who has 2385 endurance ride miles.  
 
The third main pedigree element of NASZREEN's heritage is Pritzlaff breeding. Her dam TATU 
NASZRENCE is straight Pritzlaff and is the only daughter of her sire NASZRENCE RSI currently 
producing. Richard Pritzlaff, an artist himself, based his breeding program on the Egyptian/Blunt 
mare RABANNA (a granddaughter of *NASR), Babson Egyptian lines, and his own imports from 
Egypt in 1958 which included *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS, *BINT 
DAHMA and *BINT EL BATAA, all of whom appear in NASZREEN's ancestry. Pritzlaff bred 
RABANNA to the Doyle stallion GHADAF twice and the resultant offspring left significant influence 
in the Pritzlaff herd. NASZREEN has 2 lines to the GHADAF/RABANNA son JOHN DOYLE, giving 
her 14 total crosses to the Doyle foundation sire GHADAF. Pritzlaff did not believe in showing his 
horses as he did not want them show groomed with facial hair removed, but horses descended 
from his program have won regional and National titles in the show ring. Both the Pritzlaff and 
Doyle horses are noted for their excellent records in endurance competition. Pritzlaff’s foundation 
mare RABANNA is a maternal granddaughter of the Egyptian import *NASR, who sired BANDOS, 
winner of the 1955 and 1956 Tevis Cup (Western States) Endurance Ride, considered the 
toughest in the United States.  
 
NASZREEN's dam TATU NASZRENCE traces in sire line (as does her dam TATUCENTA RSI) to 
National Champion sire SHIKO IBN SHEIKH, bred by Richard Pritzlaff. He is a wonderful example 
of a stallion whose descendants are successful both on the endurance trail and in the show ring. 
SHIKO IBN SHEIKH is the sire of the first FEI World Champion Endurance winners, SHIKOS 
OMAR, who won his title in 1986. SHIKO IBN SHEIKH is also the paternal grandsire of RO 
GRAND SULTAN+//, one of the all time great endurance competitors. He was three times in 
succession the FEI World Endurance Champion (1988,1990, and 1992), won the Tevis Cup in 
1984 and 1988 and competed 9,605 miles in his career, with 145 rides, 143 completions and 46 
Best Condition awards. SHIKO IBN SHEIKH also excelled as a sire of show horses. Five of his get 
have National titles in pleasure driving, dressage, trail and formal driving. His grandget include 
multi-National Champion western pleasure, western sidesaddle and trail RASHAWNA+//, multi-
National Champion Working Cow Horse and Reining and National Champion sire ALLA FIRE+/, 
multi-National Champion Park Horse AEQUUS+/, etc.   
 
Both TATU NASZRENCE and TATUCENTA RSI trace in sire line to SHIKO IBN SHEIKH through 
his influential son NUMI, a western pleasure champion and champion sire. NUMI's daughter 
TATUMI RSI (a 50% blood sister to RASMON NEFOUS RSI, paternal grandsire of TATU 
NASZRENCE) is the dam of three times Top Ten Halter JM TAMAL and the maternal granddam of 
U.S. and Canadian Top Ten Futurity Filly HIA BAKARA AMAR. TATUMI RSI's line has also 
produced an Israeli National Champion. 
 



NASZREEN has 14 crosses to GHADAF, 7 lines to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER,  3 crosses to 
RABANNA and 5 lines to *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS.  This makes her closely related to a 
number of endurance horses with exceptional records. OT SAURI RSI has 6 lines to *RASHAD 
IBN NAZEER, 4 to *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS, 3 to RABANNA and 1 to GHADAF. Her 
endurance record is 2,840 miles in 51 rides, with 51 completions and 2 Best Conditions. OT DYTU 
RSI has 4,835 miles in 93 rides with 90 completions and 8 Best Condition awards. He has 4 lines 
to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, 4 to *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS, and 3 to RABANNA. The 
endurance star OT MONIET OLETA has 3,205 ride miles with 59 completions in 61 rides. She has 
5 lines apiece to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER and *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS, and 2 each to 
GHADAF and RABANNA. Another notable endurance competitor, OT ALTATU RSI, has 2,680 
miles in 44 rides, 41 completions and 2 Best Conditions. She has 4 lines to *RASHAD IBN 
NAZEER, 3 to *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS and one each to GHADAF and RABANNA.  The 
gelding OT MONIET NESSOUS has 3,450 miles in 57 rides with 54 completions and 17 Best 
Condition titles. He has 5 lines to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER and 2 each to *BINT MONIET EL 
NEFOUS and RABANNA. He is linebred to UMI as well. Another endurance horse with Pritzlaff 
breeding is DYMONI RSI, who has 4 lines apiece to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER and *BINT MONIET 
EL NEFOUS and 2 lines apiece to GHADAF and RABANNA. He has 3,680 miles in 66 rides with 
61 completions and 16 Best Condition awards. Another highly successful Pritzlaff bred endurance 
competitor is the stallion DRKUMO RSI, winner of the AERC’s 1996 Jim Jones award for Best 
Endurance Stallion. He has 2695 competition miles in 47 rides with 45 completions. His pedigree 
features 2 lines apiece to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS and RABANNA 
and a line to GHADAF. DRKUMO RSI is the maternal grandsire of  OT RASA RSI, who has an 
amazing 8,510 ride miles to her credit in 156 rides with 147 completions. OT RASA RSI is a full 
sister to the phenomenal endurance mare OT SARA MONIET RSI, who has 5,010 career 
endurance ride miles with 88 completions in 95 rides, including 16 best condition awards. Both OT 
RASA RSI and OT SARA MONIET RSI have 6 lines to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, 4 to *BINT 
MONIET EL NEFOUS, 3 to GHADAF and 4 to RABANNA. OT SARA MONIET RSI traces in tail 
female to the RABANNA daughter NASZRA, as does NASZRENCE RSI, sire of NASZREEN's 
dam TATU NASZRENCE. OT SARA MONIET RSI has four crosses to offspring of the wonderful 
nick of *RASHAD IBN NAZEER and *BINT MONIET EL NEFOUS, as does NASZREEN. This nick 
produced U.S. Top Ten Mare BINT BINT MONIET and regional halter winner RASMONIET RSI, a 
National winner sire. Another top endurance mare, OT SAURI RSI, has 2,840 career ride miles 
with 100% completions. She has 5 lines to *RASHAD IBN NAZEER, 4 to *BINT MONIET EL 
NEFOUS, 3 to RABANNA and 1 to GHADAF. Both her sire and dam trace in tail female to the 
RABANNA daughter NASZRA. 
 
NASZREEN is an ideal prospect for a fortunate buyer seeking a true athlete who has been 
carefully bred to look like the great Arabians of the past who were of true desert type. She should 
excel as an endurance or sport horse if her buyer wishes, and will certainly be a courageous, level 
headed riding companion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


